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The I-STORMS Web System (IWS), which can 
be accessed by Project Partners, researchers, 
public administrations and civil protection or-
ganizations, is organized in four main compo-
nents:

    • Sea storm atlas

    • Measurements

    • Multi-model forecasts

    • Geoportal

Moreover, the available information can be 
accessed by the general public trough the 
Open I-STORMS, a simplified and non-techni-
cal graphical user interface (GUI) that fosters 
citizen’s engagement.

User Orientation
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The I-STORMS project seeks to improve the early warning and 
civil protection procedures in sea storms. 
I-STORMS aims through transnational collaboration to en-
hance innovative policies and develop joint strategies to safe-
guard the Adriatic-Ionian area from sea storms.
The I-STORMS Web System, included in the Project’s activi-
ties, is a combination of a common data system for sharing 
sea measurements and forecasts, a multi-model forecasting 
system, a geoportal and interactive geo-visualization tools to 
make results available to the general public (Open I-STORMS).
This Project is funded by the “Interreg V-B Adriatic-Ionian Pro-
gramme”.

The Project
The I-STORMS Web System aggregates measurements and 
forecasting data from already existing forecasting systems 
in the Adriatic – Ionian area, in order to achieve prompt emer-
gency response during sea storm events.

IWS is structured into six subsystems:

• the Resource Layer

• the Data importer

• the Transnational Multi-model Ensemble System (TMES)

• the Task Manager middleware

• the Common Data Sharing System (CDSS) (Access Layer)

• the Geoportal (Graphical User Interface)

The IWS implementation follows a full-fledged Free and Open 
Source Software (FOSS) approach in compliance with open 
source software strategy of the European Commission.

The IWS Platform
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All available information on coastal disaster due to sea storm 
events (historical and current) are organized and mapped in 
geospatial layers which constitute the Sea Storms Atlas. 
The data collected can be used to draw the map of risk char-
acterization of the coast with the aim of identifying the most 
vulnerable areas and supporting the planning of coastal area 
use and development.
Through the Atlas Event Catalog, provided by the Event Catalog 
menu option, the user can view information on each Region, as 
well as the list of its past events.

Sea Storm Atlas
A joint asset which could be exploited through fruitful collabo-
ration is the existence in the whole Adriatic-Ionian coastal ter-
ritories of large networks of sensors and stations.
The Common Data Sharing System (CDSS) allows for aggre-
gating the observed data from several monitoring networks. 
The aggregating approach for collecting and sharing observa-
tions is crucial for providing real-time information about the 
sea state - and its evolution - to be used by several countries 
for prompt emergency response and to increase the overall 
preparedness to sea storms.

Measurements
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The transnational multi-model ensemble system (TMES) com-
bines the outcomes of existing sea and wave forecasting sys-
tems, helping in improving the forecast reliability on one hand 
and by adding indications to the forecast uncertainty on the 
other hand.
All numerical model results are interpolated, through a dis-
tance-weighted average remapping, on a common regular lat-
lon grid covering the Adriatic-Ionian macro-region with a reso-
lution of 0.02 deg. 
TMES produces results in terms of the ensemble mean and 
standard deviation, accounted for a measure of the forecast 
uncertainty.

Forecasts
The Geoportal provides interactive tools in order to search, vi-
sualize, explore and download observation datasets and fore-
cast outputs capitalizing on existing experiences in the ADRI-
ON area (ADRIPLAN, SHAPE, HAZADR projects).

The Geoportal menu of the IWS Platform contains:

1. Layers
2. Maps
3. Documents

The above sub-menus are analyzed in the following sections 
of this Handbook.

Geoportal



The Map of the Sea Storm Atlas Menu visualizes the informa-
tion on coastal disasters due to sea storm events.
End-users may choose the base map and the overlay to the 
base map from the Table of Contents (ToC) on the left.
Additionally, the following user options are included:
• Save map
• Publish map
• Print map
• Identify Feature
• Query the selected layer
• Measure distance/area

The Sea Storm Atlas 
Menu - Map

The Open I-STORMS implements an advanced web mapping 
application to make geospatial and multi-temporal information 
on waves and sea level from both measurements sensor net-
works and forecast model outputs accessible.
The Open I-STORMS allows the IWS data (measurements, sea 
forecast results and information about sea storms) to be ex-
plored by non-experts.

Open I-Storms
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The Sea storm Events by region is the list of regions that the 
user can select to depict the relevant information and then view 
each region’s Events list from the provided button on the right. 
The user can also insert a new event to the list, by selecting the 
Insert new event button.

The Sea Storm Atlas 
Menu – Event Catalogue The Measurements Menu allows the end-user to:

• Selected the variables and monitoring stations
to be visualized

• Pick any time-range, either from predefined quick ranges or 
create a custom time-range and select the refreshing time

• Quickly change the time-range to the next or previous set 
when using a custom time-range

• Share the dashboard
• Toggle kiosk mode on/off.

The Measurements Menu
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The Forecasts Menu allows the user to:

• Choose the variable to be visualized:
• Sea level mean
• Sea level standard deviation
• Waves Significant Height mean
• Waves Significant Height standard deviation
• Waves Mean Period
• Waves Mean Period standard deviation
• Waves Mean Direction
• Waves Mean Direction standard deviation

• Play/forward/backward the animation of the map
• Change the fps of the animation of the map
• Move the slider of the time range of the map
• Zoom in/out of the map
• Enter/exit full screen mode
• View the scale of the metrics on the bottom right.

The Forecasts Menu

The Geoportal Menu contains the list of all existing layers. The 
end-user may choose any number of layers to add to a map, 
upload a new layer, associate it with metadata - ratings - com-
ments.
The end-user may also download a layer or share it to social 
networks.

The Geoportal 
Menu – Layers (1)



The right bar of the Layer sub-
menu allows the user to man-
age the layers subsystem and 
specifically to:

   • Download Layer
   • Metadata Detail
   • View Layer
   • Download Metadata

It also allows the user to create 
a map using the chosen layer.
The right bar also depicts cer-
tain useful information:

   • Legend
   • Maps using this layer
   • Styles
   • About the layer

The Geoportal 
Menu – Layers (3)
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The top bar of the Layer sub-menu includes the following user 
options:

• Choice of a background map.
• Print the layer.
• Pan the map.
• Get feature info.
• Layer Styles.
• Measure length/area.
• Zoom in/out.
• Zoom to previous/next extent.
• Zoom to max extent.
• Show legend.

The bottom right widget allows the user to select the scale 
manually and zoom in/out of the map.

The Geoportal 
Menu – Layers (2)
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Create a New Map

This option allows end-users to create their own Map by click-
ing the Create Map button from the Maps option of the Geo-
portal Menu.
The end-user is transferred to an empty map view, void of all 
layers, with the following options:

   • Choose an underlying map
   • Add layers
   • Print map
   • Save map
   • Publish map

The Geoportal 
Menu – Maps

Publish a Map

End-users may publish the Maps they create, so that they are 
accessible by all users of the Geoportal.

The Geoportal 
Menu – Maps
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Users may Create a New Account by clicking on the Register 
button and then fill in the related form. An email will be sent 
by the system to the administrators: since the registration in 
IWS/Geoportal is moderated the user will need to wait until an 
administrator approves the request. 
When the request is approved, an email will be sent 
confirming that the user account has been approved and is 
active.

People – Accounts 
and User Profile

The Open I-Storms Menu includes the following options:

• Choose between:
• Station Wave
• Station Seal Level

• Switch view of:
• Wave
• Sea Level

• Change metric:
• Standard deviation
• Mean

• Play/stop animation of changes during the time range 
selected

• Zoom in/out of the map.

The Open I-Storms 
Menu
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This handbook has been produced with the financial assistance of the European Union. 
The content of the document is the sole responsibility of the National Research Council-
Institute of Marine Sciences and can under no circumstances be regarded as reflecting 

the position of the European Union and/or ADRION programme authorities.

Discover more about I-STORMS
istorms.adrioninterreg.eu

@istormsproject         @istorms_project         I-STORMS EU Project
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